Supplement ESG ratings and enhance the due-diligence process for business entities, make informed and responsible decisions consistently with ESG Analytics Solution Suite.

### Key Challenges for ESG Decision-makers

- **No framework to measure disclosure compliance**
- **Multitude of assessment and rating framework**
- **Diversity of ratings and disclosures**
- **Lack of comparable data**
- **Lack of factor-driven investment return techniques**

### How Will ESG Analytics Help You Make Better Business Decisions

- **Incorporate publicly available information and social media data to analyze real-time sentiments about a company**
- **Monitor ESG practices and risks in real time using state-of-the-art NLP, computer vision, and ML techniques**
- **Detect greenwashing and review disclosure compliance using advanced NLP techniques**
- **Generate new insights about a company’s ESG practices from press releases and annual reports**
Quantiphi’s Solution Suite

**Sustainability Disclosure Compliance**

Make disclosure compliance across standard-setters and frameworks seamless and comparable with NLP and computer vision-driven ML techniques.

- Ensure compliance with diverse taxonomies and reporting standards
- Semantically understand various financial and non-financial disclosures
- Be prepared for evolving regulator landscape
- Centralize ESG data from an operational perspective

**Adverse Media Screening**

Assist both issuers and investors in ESG scoring and assessment with real-time insights and scenario analysis with media screening and adverse event monitoring.

- Get real-time insights into factors affecting ESG parameters
- Receive sentiment feedback from news and social media
- Generate additional insights & indicators to companies’ ESG ratings
Greenwashing Detection

Monitor firm disclosures with a fraud and anomaly detection platform powered by a comprehensive greenwashing detection framework

1. Enable comparability with quantitative and measurable data
2. Detect fraudulent news and disclosures with AI models
3. Assess issuer operations in real-time, translate to bottom-line and disclosure
4. Enrich centralized ESG reporting and analytics with external data

Awards and Accolades

- **Forrester**
  Quantiphi named a leader in the Forrester New Wave™: Computer Vision Consultancies, Q4 2020

- **AI Fintech100 Rankings**
  Recognized as a AIFintech100 company

- **IDC**
  Leader in the IDC MarketScape: Worldwide AI IT Services, 2021

- **Everest Group**
  Rated as Leading Major Contender in the ‘Advanced Analytics and AI Specialist PEAK Matrix’